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Yale Law School was founded in 1824. It was accredited 
by the ABA in 1923.

The school is located in New Haven, CT, about 1.5 hours 
from New York City, and 3 hours from Boston. Although 
the cost of living is reasonable, YLS tuition is one of 
the most expensive on this list, making the total cost 
of attendance significant: Students can expect to pay 
about $70,500 a year. 

Yale Law has one of the smaller incoming class sizes and 
total enrollment numbers out of all top law schools. 
Each incoming class is around 210 students, and 
sections are often 20 students or less. The class size is 
small, however, the school has some very big names on 
its alumni list: 3 current and 5 former Supreme Court 
Justices, U.S. Presidents, vice-presidential candidates, 
and Secretaries of State all call Yale their alma mater. 

The school perennially tops rankings and is the gold 
standard for many legal employers. The Yale name has 
incredible clout both nationally and internationally. 

Yale has an excellent array of academic and 
extracurricular offerings: 23 clinics, endless open-ended 
opportunities for student to pursue study abroad or 
joint-degree programs, 9 scholarly journals, and almost 
60 student organizations. 

Yale Law School
P. O. Box 208215
New Haven, CT 06520-8215
Phone: 203.432.4995 • Email: admissions.law@yale.edu
Website: www.law.yale.edu

THE BASICS

Application deadline:  2/15
Application fee:  $75
Financial aid deadline: 3/15 

Type of school: Private
Tuition and fees: $50,750 (2010 - 2011) 

Admissions: Rolling (most responses by end of April)
Acceptance percentage: 8% (2009)
Incoming class size: 214 (2009)
Early Action/Early Decision available: No
Part-time program available: No

GPA AND STANDARDIZED TESTS

LSAT 25th - 75th percentile range: 170 - 176

GPA 25th - 75th percentile range: 3.82 - 3.96

TOEFL not required for international applicants.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Letters of recommendation: 2 required (more accepted)
Required essays: “Yale 250”; Personal statement 
Optional essays: Addenda accepted
Dean’s Certification: Required from “each school at which 
you are, or have been, enrolled in a degree program.”
Additional documentation: Résumé (optional)
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Yale Law: The PowerScore Perspective
Top (Bull)dog 
YLS is at the top of the list of official and unofficial rankings 
of U.S. law schools—and it’s not going anywhere. 

No grades, no curve, no rank, no pressure 
The school doesn’t have grades. It grades 1L classes 
Pass/Fail, and 2L and 3L classes Honors/Pass/Low Pass/
Fail. The school also doesn’t have a curve, and it doesn’t 
rank students. The moral of the story is this: It’s getting 
into YLS that’s the hard part. Because of this grade-less 
environment, life at Yale Law is very “chill.” There are no 
cutthroat antics, and there is virtually no competition on 
the employment front, either. Everyone does well, and 
everyone has their choice of employment options.

Unusual admissions
The school has a very particular admissions process. It 
starts with the Dean of Admissions. 
She reads files and divides them into 
three groups: Presumptive admits, 
automatic rejects, and everyone else. 
The admits get in, the rejects are 
out, and the remaining majority gets 
sent to the admissions committee—
which, at Yale, is the whole faculty. 
Each file is evaluated by three faculty 
members who read and grade the 
application. This is why it’s hard to 
predict who will get in, even if you’ve 
got stellar numbers. Yale can afford 
to be selective, since the best and the 
brightest apply. 

The “250” 
The school’s legendary 250-word 
essay is the bane of many a YLS-
hopeful’s existence. The school 
requires it in addition to the personal 
statement, and doesn’t give too much 
guidance on what it looks for except this: Don’t get cutesy, 
don’t make it a “Why I want to attend YLS” essay or an 
addendum about your grades or LSAT, and make it good. 

Unparalleled academic options 
From the impressive student-to-faculty ratio (around 7:1) 
and class sizes as small as 15-17 people during 1L year 
(unheard of almost anywhere else), to the world-class 
faculty, it’s safe to say that the quality of the education 
at Yale is exceptional. The Lillian Goldman Law Library is 
noted for housing one of the world’s largest and most 
diverse collections of legal documents and its staff actively 
works at adding to the expansive catalogue.

You choose your job, not the other way around
No matter where in the U.S. you go, the Yale name will  
open doors. You can get a job anywhere in the country (or 

the world, really) with the Yale name as your calling card. 
In addition, because Yale Law classes are so small, grads 
are in high demand. Because most Yalies don’t go the 
traditional law firm route, that market isn’t oversaturated 
with them—and if you’re looking for a clerkship, you’ve 
come to the right place. Not only does Yale send a 
considerable number of grads each year to clerk for the 
Supreme Court, many Supreme Court justices (both past 
and present) have YLS degrees on their walls, so you may 
even be able to bank on a little of that good ol’ alumni 
connection.  

School’s great! Town, not so much.
YLS is a Gothic wonderland. The building is beautiful from 
the inside out, the library is great, and the cafeteria is 
solid. The university campus as a whole, from grounds to 
architecture, is excellent. The town does have a vibrant 
cultural and epicurean life. This “niceness,” though, tends 

to disappear once you get a few 
blocks from campus. The crime is 
lower that it used to be, but it’s not 
gone. It’s not terribly expensive to live 
there, and there are definitely good 
housing options. It’s something of a 
mixed bag, so you should definitely 
visit before you send in your deposit. 

The cream always rises 
There’s no doubt that leaders 
are molded at Yale Law—what’s 
interesting to see is where they end 
up. Unlike other top law schools, 
where many graduates end up 
in the same cities, competing for 
the same jobs, Yale is known for 
churning out graduates who shoot 
off in all directions around the globe. 
Combined with smaller graduating 
classes and a top-notch reputation, 

and virtually no peer competition, Yale graduates are 
practically guaranteed top positions for life.

The school’s softer side
With a reputation for often producing lawyers seeking fame 
and fortune, it may come as a bit of a surprise that Yale 
Law has strong humanitarian ties and the administration 
actively seeks to engage their students in humanitarian 
efforts. In addition to clinics such as the Advanced Iraqi 
Refugee Assistance Project, Convicting the Innocent, 
Veterans Legal Services Clinic (and countless others), the 
Orville H. Schell, Jr. Center for International Human Rights 
has been a driving force by creating humanitarian-based 
and by sending sending humanitarian Yalies around the 
globe through humanitarian fellowships. 

No matter where in 
the U.S. you go, the 
Yale name will open 

doors. You can get a job 
anywhere in the country 

(or the world, really) 
with only the YLS name 

as your calling card.
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Yale Law: The Numbers

Full-time: 8% (270 of 3,363 admitted)
Part-time: N/A

GPA - 75th percentile: 3.96
GPA - Median: 3.90
GPA - 25th percentile: 3.82

LSAT - 75th percentile: 176 
LSAT - Median: 173
LSAT - 25th percentile: 170

African-American: 17 (M); 29 (F); 7.6% of student body
American Indian: 0 (M); 1 (F); 0.2% of student body
Asian-American: 24 (M); 47 (F); 11.6% of student body
Caucasian: 222 (M); 166 (F); 63.3% of student body
Hispanic: 12 (M); 15 (F); 4.4% of student body
Mexican-American: 8 (M); 7 (F); 2.4% of student body
Puerto Rican: 8 (M); 1 (F); 1.5% of student body
International: 15 (M); 10 (F); 4.1% of student body
Non-Reported: 14 (M); 17 (F); 5.1% of student body

Transfers in: 15
Transfers out: 1

1L attrition: 3 (0 Academic, 3 Other)
2L attrition: 1 (0 Academic, 1 Other)
3L attrition: 3 (0 Academic, 3 Other)

Merit aid available? No
Grants and scholarships available? Yes
Students receiving grants: 315, 53.6% of student body
Median grant amount: $21,410
LRAP program available?  Yes

Approximately 80% of the student body receives some 
sort of financial aid. Yale’s Loan Repayment Assistance 
Program (LRAP) is known as the Career Options Assistance 
Program (COAP), and covers not only law school loans, but 
also some undegraduate loans. 

Wireless network availability? Yes
Number of wired connections available: 1,009 
Hours per week the library is open: 133
Study seating capacity inside the library: 424 
Number of full-time professional librarians: 15

On-campus Career Services Office? Yes
Number of full-time career services staffers? 9
Career services specializations: Private sector, judicial 
clerkships, fellowships, law teaching, business, alternative 
careers, and LLMs. 
On-Campus Interview (OCI) program? Yes, in the fall and 
in the spring.

*All statistics are 9 months after graduation

Employment status known: 199, 99.5% of class
Employment status unknown: 1, 0.5% of class
Employed: 191, 96.0% of class
Pursuing graduate degrees: 4, 2.0% of class
Unemployed: 3, 1.5% of class

Academia: 5, 2.6% of class
Business and Industry: 14, 7.3% of class
Government: 10, 5.2% of class
Judicial Clerkship: 67, 35.1% of class
Law Firms: 79, 41.4% of class
Public Interest: 16, 8.4% of class

The top three employment regions for YLS graduates (class 
of 2009) were the Mid-Atlantic (35.3%), South Atlantic 
(25.3%), and Pacific (14.7%). 

Students employed in-state: 6.3%
Students employed in foreign countries: 3.1%
Number of states where students are employed: 28

Yale Law has an extensive alumni network all over the 
world, and makes an effort to both keep in touch with its 
alumni base and provide them with guidance long after 
graduation. The YLS Career Development Office has a 
number of fellowships available to alumni/ae in public 
interest (the Bernstein, Liman, and Heyman Fellowships) 
and academic fields (the Ribicoff and Ruebhausen 
Fellowships), and is vocal about seeking out graduates to 
work at YLS itself.

First-time takers: 195 (71.79% reporting)
Average school pass rate: 97.15%
Average state pass rate: 85.12%
Average pass rate difference: 12.03%

GPA AND LSAT SCORES

ENROLLMENT AND ETHNICITY

TRANSFERS (FIRST-YEAR) AND ATTRITION

FINANCIAL AID

LIBRARY RESOURCES

EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS*

TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

ALUMNI NETWORK

CAREER SERVICES

BAR PASSAGE RATES

ACCEPTANCE RATES
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Yale Law: The School

Yale Law School has a long list of highly prominent alumni. Among them are current and former U.S. Supreme Court 
Justices Clarence Thomas ‘74, Samuel Alito ‘75, Sonia Sotomayor ‘79, Abraham “Abe” Fortas ‘33, Potter Stewart ‘41, 
Byron R. White ‘46, David Davis, and George Shiras, Jr. (never graduated); former U.S. President William Jefferson 
“Bill” Clinton ‘73, and current U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton ‘72 (who met while in attendance at YLS); 
former U.S. President Gerald Ford ‘41; former candidates for the vice-presidency of the United States Robert Sargent 
Shriver, Jr. LLB ‘41 (who also founded the Peace Corps during the Kennedy administration) and Joseph Isadore “Joe” 
Lieberman  ‘67 (current Democratic U.S. Senator for Connecticut).

Both rankings and popular opinion have long placed 
Yale Law at or near the top of the list, and for good 
reason: It offers students the unbeatable combination of 
exceptional academics, cozy class sizes, incredible practical 
opportunities, and unparalleled employment prospects.

Incoming class size: 214 (2009)
Typical first-year section size: 58

1L students, unlike students at other law schools, only 
have mandatory courses during the fall semester of their 
first year, rather than both the fall and spring. They must 
take Constitutional Law, Contracts, Procedure, and Torts. 

After taking these four courses in the fall, students 
are free to choose their own curriculum, save for the 
following graduation requirements: Criminal Law 
and Administration, one legal ethics or professional 
responsibility course, one “Supervised Analytic Writing” 
work supervised by a member of the faculty, and a 
“Substantial Paper” also supervised by a faculty member. 

YLS does not grade students on a traditional scale. First-
year fall courses are given Credit/Fail marks, and most 
other courses are given Honors/Pass/Low Pass/Fail grades. 
In addition, YLS does not have a grading curve for any of 
its classes. The school’s grading practices do not allow for 
the calculation of GPA, and class rank is not computed by 
the school.

Student-to-faculty ratio: 7.3 : 1

Yale Law’s prominent faculty includes:

Akhil Reed Amar, recognized as one of the country’s 
leading authorities on constitutional law.
Guido Calabresi, judge for the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Second Circuit, and former Dean of the law school.
Drew S. Days III, human and civil rights scholar. 
Harold Hongju Koh, expert on international law, national 
security law, and human rights.
John Fabian Witt, acclaimed law historian. 

CLINICS: The school has 18 practical opportunities under the 
Jerome N. Frank Legal Services Organization (LSO). They include 
The Sol and Lillian Goldman Family, Advocacy for Children and 
Youth Clinic; Capital Punishment Clinic; Community Lawyering 
Clinic; Complex Federal Litigation & Prison Legal Services Clinic; 
Criminal Defense Project; Domestic Violence Clinic; Education 
Adequacy Clinic; Immigration Clinic; Landlord-Tenant Clinic; 
The Lawyering Ethics Clinic; New Haven Legal Assistance Clinic; 
Legal Services for Immigrant Communities; Legislative Advocacy 
Clinic; Ludwig Community Development Program and Clinic; 
Prosecution Externship; Transnational Development Clinic; 
Veterans Legal Services Clinic; and Worker and Immigrant Rights 
Advocacy Clinic. In addition, they also have five additional 
programs that do not fall under the LSO: The Allard K. Lowenstein 
International Human Rights Clinic, Environmental Protection 
Clinic, Nonprofit Organizations Clinic, Supreme Court Clinic, 
and Capital Market and Financial Instruments Regulation Clinic. 
YLS students can start participating in clinics during the spring 
semester of their 1L year. 
 
STUDY ABROAD: YLS does not offer study abroad programs. 
However, it does offer the opportunity to travel abroad for 
“region-specific programs” such as its Middle East Legal Studies 
Seminar or South America Linkage Program. Students can also 
go abroad as part of the school’s Schell Center for International 
Human Rights summer fellowships. 

JOINT DEGREE: The school allows students to engage in joint 
degrees with other Yale schools and departments, as well as 
other universities. All joint degree proposals must first obtain 
faculty approval. The most common degrees are those with the 
Yale Graduate School of Arts & Sciences (MA, MS, and PhD), and 
the Yale School of Management (MBA). 

The school has nine scholarly journals: The Yale Law Journal; 
Yale Law & Policy Review; Yale Journal of Law and Feminism; Yale 
Journal of Law & The Humanities; Yale Journal of International 
Law; Yale Journal on Regulation; Yale Human Rights & 
Developmental Law Journal; Yale Journal of Health Policy, Law, 
and Ethics; and Yale Journal of Law and Technology. 

YLS has a moot court competition for first-year students, known 
as the “Pre-Part,” and the 2L/3L Morris Tyler Moot Court of 
Appeals competition. The school’s Thomas Swan Barrister’s 
Union has an annual intramural mock trial competition. Both 
teams also sponsor and train national teams. 

CURRICULUM

FACULTY

ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES

JOURNALS AND PUBLICATIONS

MOCK TRIAL AND MOOT COURT

• NOTABLE ALUMNI •
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Yale Law: The Students

• Africa Law and Policy Association 
(ALPA)

• American Constitution Society for 
Law and Policy

• Animal Legal Defense Fund
• Association of Law Students with 

Significant Others (ALSSO)
• Black Law Students’ Association
• Capital Assistance Project
• Catholic Students’ Association
• College Acceptance
• Court Jesters
• Green Haven Prison Project
• Habeas Chorus
• Initiative for Public Interest Law 

at Yale, Inc.
• Iraqi Refugee Assistance Project 

(IRAP)
• Latino Law Students’ Association
• J. Reuben Clark Law Society
• Lowenstein Human Rights Project
• Marshall-Brennan Constitutional 

Literacy Project
• Middle Eastern and North African 

Law Students’ Association
• Morris Tyler Moot Court of 

Appeals
• Muslim Law Students’ Association
• The National Lawyers Guild
• Native American Law Students’ 

Association
• New Haven Cares
• YLS OutLaws
• OWLS (Older Wiser Law Students)
• Pacific Islander, Asian, and 

Native American Law Students 
Association

• Pro Bono Network
• Project for Law and Education 

at Yale
• Rebellious Lawyering Conference

• Six Angry Men
• South Asian Law Students’ 

Association
• Street Law
• Thomas Swan Barristers’ Union
• Temporary Restraining Order 

Project
• Universities Allied for Essential 

Medicine
• Women and Youth in Support of 

Each Other
• Women of Color Collective
• Yale Entertainment and Sports 

Law Association
• Yale Environmental Law 

Association
• Yale Federalist Society
• Yale Forum on International Law
• Yale Graduate Law Students’ 

Association
• YIPPIE! (Yale Incentive Program 

for Public Interest Employment)
• Yale Jewish Law Students’ 

Association
• Yale Law & Business Society
• Yale Law and Technology Society
• Yale Law Christian Fellowship
• Yale Law Democrats
• Yale Law International Association
• Yale Law Republicans
• Yale Law Revue
• Yale Law School Workers’ Rights 

Project
• Yale Law Social Entrepreneurs
• Yale Law Students for 

Reproductive Justice
• Yale Law Students for Life
• Yale Law Veterans Association
• Yale Law Women
• Yale Project for Civil Rights

In 2009, Yale Law School received a 
total of 3,797 applications requesting 
admission into the YLS Class of 2013. 

The school accepted 255 applicants. 
Of those, 205 matriculated.

The 25th and 75th GPA percentiles 
for this class were a 3.81 and a 3.96, 
respectively.

The median GPA was a 3.91. The 
lowest undergraduate GPA in the 
incoming class was a 3.40, while the 
highest was a 4.17.

The 25th and 75th LSAT percentiles 
for this class were a 171 and a 176, 
respectively.

The median LSAT was a 173. The 
lowest LSAT score in the incoming 
class was a 158, while the highest 
was a 180.

The class was an even split between 
male and female students: Each had 
a 50% representation.

36% of the class identified itself as 
students of color.

The average age of an incoming 
member of the class of 2013 was 25. 

20% of the class came directly from 
undergrad, 38% had been out of 
school 1-2 years, and 42% were 2 
or more years removed from their 
undergraduate studies. 

The class of 2013 hailed from 32 
different U.S. states, and has lived or 
worked in 73 foreign countries.

The incoming class represented 69 
different undergraduate institutions. 

• CLASS PROFILE •

ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
“I chose Yale because of its unique, hyper-intellectual yet non-
competitive atmosphere,” says one recent alum. 

Although most would expect the atmosphere at a school of 
Yale’s caliber to be intensely charged and potentially negative, 
students say that is definitely not the case: “The environment 
here is really friendly. Everyone has diverse interests that they 
are passionate about, but no one is trying to compete with 
anyone else.” Overall, “there is just a real sense of community,” 
and everyone is “always up for helping out with notes or study 
groups.” “When I was visiting schools,” reminisces one student, 
“the students at Yale were by far the most down-to-earth and 
friendly.” And this initial impression was correct: “My fellow 
students are incredibly accomplished yet always up for a fun 
time.”

It’s not only the students at YLS that are oustanding; the faculty 
isn’t too shabby, either: “I found the professors to be very 
accessible and invested in teaching and collaborating with 
students. Amazingly, I’ve actually enjoyed almost all of my 
classes!” says one current student. 

Perhaps two of the school’s most lauded attributes are the 
academic freedom it gives its students, and the lack of grades 
or curve. “The school was structured to allow students to really 
have incredible freedom in all areas of school life,” says a grad. 
“First semester is completely pass/fail (or, as faculty like to call 
it, “pass/pass”). This allowed me to start off law school with 
almost no stress so that I could get involved in things outside 
of academics without worrying about the effect on my grades. 
After first semester we are allowed to take whatever classes we 
want, including legal clinics, so you have a ton of freedom.”  

The lack of grades and mandatory classes removes much of 
the academic pressure students at other law schools feel. 
“Because the academic environment is so laid back,” says a grad, 
“students have a lot of downtime to socialize. I don’t think its 
an exaggeration to say that students at Yale are less focused on 
their academics than at most other schools.” All in all, YLS truly 
does appear to be a “haven” of sorts: “Yale is the place to go to 
law school if you actually want to enjoy your three years instead 
of just surviving them,” sums up a student. 

As per the school, the list of student organizations changes every 
year, depending on the interests of the student body. These 
were the organizations during the 2010-2011 academic year: 
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Yale Law:  The City

Setting: Urban

“New Haven is not for everyone,” says a student. Indeed the 
city YLS calls home tends to elicit three types of responses 
from its residents: Some love it wholeheartedly, others 
can’t wait to move away, and a few others will grudgingly 
admit that “it’s not as bad as I thought it would be,” but still 
look forward to the day they can leave. Overall, however, 
it appears to provide students with a decent quality of life 
during their YLS years. 

Living in New Haven is relatively inexpensive. While the 
total cost of living quoted by Yale is slightly above average 
for schools on this list, the actual room, board, and 
personal expenses amount is under $17,000. This number, 
particularly for a school in the Northeast U.S., is extremely 
reasonable. 

Estimated academic year living expenses*
Room, board, and personal expenses $16,700.00
Books $1,100.00
University hospitalization coverage $1,900.00     
TOTAL $19,700.00
* Values provided by YLS

The university has a variety of graduate on-campus 
housing options available for single students, married 
students, and students with children. All are competitively 
priced, and many include utilities. Students who do not 
live in university-operated housing often choose to live 
in downtown New Haven, or in the East Rock or Dwight/
Edgewood neighborhoods of the city.

On-campus housing available?              Y
Average apartment rental cost (1 BR/1 BA) $1,000/mo

The U.S. Census Bureau estimates the 2006 population of 
New Haven, CT to be 124,001 people, with 64.4% of the 
population between 18 and 65 years of age. 27.1% of the 
population has a bachelor’s degree or higher. 

Population density in the New Haven area (as per the 2000 
census) is 6,558 persons per square mile. 

The 2000 census puts the ethnic makeup of the city as 
43.5% white, 21.4% of Hispanic or Latino origin, 37.4% 
African American, 0.4% American Indian or Alaskan native, 
3.9% Asian, 0.1% native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and 
3.9% from two or more races. 

Parking in New Haven is definitely at a premium, 
particularly when it comes to street parking anywhere 
near a university building. If you do own a car, it is 
advisable that you leave it at home during the day, and 
use it primarily for weekend getaways or running errands. 
While some students certainly have cars, the majority of 
undergrad and grad students at Yale get along just fine 
without one. Walking and biking are the preferred modes 
of transportation, and bicycle racks are available outside 
every academic and administrative building.

New Haven public transportation isn’t students’ first choice 
when it comes to taking the bus. Instead, students often 
choose the Yale Shuttle, available during the day, and the 
Yale Minibus, which provides door-to-door services from 
university buildings to student residences at night.

Security is often a concern of students considering attending 
Yale; the school takes this into careful consideration by 
providing Yale police escorts 24 hours a day, and makes 
“blue phones” available throughout campus, on which 
students can immediately reach emergency personnel. 

Getting in and out of New Haven is easy; the city has a 
large train and bus depot just a few miles from the school, 
and New Haven Regional Airport is a short cab ride away.

The university is a source of plentiful cultural 
entertainment: The Yale Repertory Theater and Yale 
Cabaret, which are linked to the Yale School of Drama, 
put on a large number of high-quality productions every 
year. In addition, the school also has the Yale Art Gallery, 
Yale Center for British Art, and Yale Peabody Museum of 
Natural History, all within a  quick walk of the law school. 

Yale sports, while not a huge campus attraction, are still 
fun events to attend, with “The Game,” the annual Yale-
Harvard football match, a centerpiece of the athletic 
season.

The one thing students say you must do while in New 
Haven is “sample the food.” “The pizza is excellent!” says 
one student. “Pepe’s and Sally’s in Wooster Square are 
great.” The city also boasts a wide variety of great ethnic 
restaurants at reasonable prices. 

Toad’s Place, a bar/club/music venue a block from the 
school, is also a popular hangout for drinks, dancing, or 
catching a concert on the weekends. 

LIVING EXPENSES

HOUSING

DEMOGRAPHICS

PARKING AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

AREA ATTRACTIONS & ENTERTAINMENT

CITY MUST-DOs 


